Boston Big Local Meeting 13th June 2019
Chantry House, Boston
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Apologies : Nick, Mark, Mike
Approve minutes of last meeting: Minutes were read and agreed as a
true record, proposed LE, seconded CL.
Matters arising that are not on the main agenda:
KR will be contacting the Plan grant-holders to remind them that the end
of quarter is approaching. She will be providing some information as
requested on how to demonstrate impact. Reports will be discussed at the
next meeting.
DB confirmed the Spend Report relating to the last Plan had been sent in,
however had not had any confirmation from Local Trust. BB suggested
DB chase this up.
Running things:
a. Election of officers – LE proposed that RT should continue in the role
of Chairman. It was unanimously agreed. RT stated it was now a good
time for a Vice Chairman role. He proposed DJ to take on this position.
DJ thanked RT for thinking of him, the group unanimously agreed.
b. LTO Update – DB presented the monthly budget report and
confirmed:
• The amount of funds in the bank at the time of meeting was
£83,383.11 with very little expenditure over the last two months and all
of this falling within the administrative section.
• Year 1 Spend by Theme:
o Theme 1 = £0
o Theme 2 = £0
o Theme 3 = £0
o Theme 4 = £0
o Theme 5 = £2,016.61
• Overspend: 5.2.1 relates to insurance that had not been budgeted for.
KR confirmed that the insurance renewal had been sent to an old
Boston email address so hadn’t been received, however new contact
details have been provided so shouldn’t be an issue ongoing.
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ACTION
• Underspend: Nothing to report
• Outstanding invoices: Relating to room hire for the AGM.
c. BL Rep Update:
• BB mentioned that Local Trust are requiring names of attendees
for Big Local Connects. KR confirmed three named places have
been booked.
• BB has had a request that one of those involved in the Creating
Civic Change proposal provide feedback on their experiences in
applying for this. RT commented that it wasn’t always clear about
what should be applied for or included in the application, and that
options were so wide that the group didn’t know where to start.
However the process had made the group consider more arts
based projects in the Plan going forward. BB to feedback.
• BB has been approached by Louise Tickle – “Journalist At Large” – BB
with the Local Trust. She has written several articles about Big
Local projects and is visiting the county next month. She has asked
if she can visit Boston on the day of the next meeting. There were
no objections. BB to make contact with Louise and provide KR and
MB’s details.
BB
• Following last month’s Community Chest panel, BB had received
emails from an unsuccessful applicant. The application was outside
of the BBL area and had also provided a secondary reason for
refusal. While this is useful for some applications, the group felt
they would only provide the primary reason for refusal going
forward. BB also mentioned that as part of making the funding
more accessible for groups in the area to remove the requirement
for a BBL resident to sign-off the application, he asked the group to
consider whether this needed to be reinstated in order to
demonstrate there is resident support for a project. The group
agreed that this should be re-introduced.
Doing things:
a. Community Chest and Events Panel – KR advised the group that
following comments at last month’s meeting, MB had made
amendments to the Funding Application on line to make it clear that
applications need to demonstrate benefit to the BBL area and
residents. CL asked if the group are able to recover funding if events
or projects do not happen. BB suggested that the group would need to
review each situation on a case-by-case basis. DB asked if Age UK as
LTO needed to attend Panel meetings. BB stated it wasn’t a necessity
but if they felt it appropriate they could attend.
b. BBL Plan – LCVS Application – KR advised the group that she had
received an application for a project to be added to the two-year Plan
which she was unaware of. RT confirmed discussions had taken place
some time ago relating to this project but these had not moved
forward. MG had also been involved in some discussions. As MG
wasn’t present at the meeting, KR will circulate the application to the
group to look through and discuss at the next meeting.
c. Big Connect 2019 Event – discussed in Local Trust updates.
d. Townscape Heritage Initiative – RT and KR met with Matt Bentley of
Heritage Lincolnshire to find out more about this project. The group
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had previously been made aware of the Shop Frontage element of the
project, which runs in the Market Place/Dolphin Lane area of town.
However the project goes much further than this and there is possibility
of joint working on some events and community initiatives. Matt is
setting up a Project Board and has asked if BBL would like to sit on
this. KR to forward details to DJ and RT to attend this meeting.
e. BBL involvement at the Beach Event – KR and RT are attending the
Beach Event meetings. This year’s event will take place on 15 th and
16th August. RT asked for ideas on what we should do for this year’s
event. The group discussed getting some Pop-up banners made
highlighting successes and also future plans. BB suggested taking a
lead from Fran regarding the Community Engagement element of the
Plan. There willl also be an Ice Cream van in attendance. RT also
mentioned about the deck chairs. An application had been turned
down for Community Chest funding for the deckchairs, however not
enough information had been provided, namely the cost of hiring the
chairs. RT mentioned about having BBL deckchairs, which could be
used at other BBL events and not just at the Beach Event. The group
were more favourable to this. KR to contact FT to ask for quote chairs.
f. Shodfriars Project update – KR met with Rob Barclay from
Shodfriars Hall regarding a potential legacy project that BBL may be
interested in. The Hall is looking at a very ambitious project over the
next few years and there may be some elements of the project that
could be of interest when considering a “legacy” project. Rob Barclay
is to keep the group informed of this.
g. Love your Environment Local Trust event – A Local Trust event is
being held in Lincoln on the 19th July. KR is to circulate details to the
group and to environmental projects in the Plan.
h. Meeting dates in August – KR enquired about the meeting in August.
She is unavailable. The group felt that it would be good to meet to
discuss plans for the Beach event.
Communications:
The group were shown the latest newsletter. It was suggested that the
1940s event be removed from the “Dates for Your Diary” section and the
Beach event added instead.
RT also showed the group the posters that Boston Borough Council has
produced for the BBL funded events and activities. The group were
happy that BBL was mentioned.
AOB:
RT showed the group example works of the artists commissioned to be
part of the Buoys Project. It was noted that press coverage had described
the project as being funded by Transported with BBL just as a supporter
which was disappointing as without the BBL funding the project may not
have gone head/
Date & Time of next meeting: Thursday 11th July 2019 at 6pm at
Chantry House, 3 Lincoln Lane, Boston.

ACTION

KR
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Meeting closed at 7.45pm.
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